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Laundrokart lost my item
 about a year ago
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I gave some items to laundrokart for dry cleaning and when
we went to take items after few days, they said that they
haven't received yet item and asked to come few days later.
For 20 days, same thing happened. When I forced them to
give item back they finally accepted that they lost item and
offered me 3000 as per their company rules, but item cost is
around 10000, so what are the options which I can use to get
my money back?
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Dear querist,

Adv Deepak
Joshi
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Send them legal notice; give then 15 days time for payment.
In case they don’t honor your notice file case at consumer
forum.
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What are the steps involve in this? Do I need to send online
or need to include any law firm for this?
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you can fight the case yourself
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What are the links where I can get more details and start this?
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Pl mail me ur query at basu_kunal@hotmail.com. I'll try to
guide u thru process
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